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international humanitarian law and the armed conflicts in ... - international humanitarian law and the
armed conflicts in el salvador and nicaragua robert kogod goldman goldman@wclerican ... violations of the
laws of wars by both sides in nicaragua. 1981-85 (mar. 1985); land mines in el salvador and nicaragua the
civilian toll 14. reconciliation without history: state crime and state ... - 14. reconciliation without
history: state crime and state punishment in chile and australia ... and special laws for named individuals for
purposes of reparation, and symbolic ... more as violations of individual human rights beyond the constitutional
or legal laws of each country. resistance, especially international humanitarian law: americas watch's ...
- international humanitarian law: americas watch's experience in monitoring internal armed conflicts robert
kogod goldman ... carnage again: preliinary report on violations of the laws of war by both sides in the
novemer 1989 offensive in el salvador (nov. 1989); a year of ... dr-cafta and worker’s rights - violations
continue unabated. wola also finds that ... laws that regulate employment subcontracting. the ... el salvador,
guatemala, honduras and nicaragua.” the recommendations are designed to increase employer and worker
confidence in the application of labor laws. the attack on human rights watch - aaargh.vho - israel has
violated one of the most fundamental tenets of the laws of war: the duty to carry out attacks on only military
targets. the pattern ... has concentrated on reporting abuses committed by all sides in armed conflict and it ...
nicaragua, and guatemala. officials of the reagan administration, such sister relationship programs
indigenous mission records ... - 12. the miskitos in nicaragua, 1981-1984, americas watch, 1984 13. the
shepherd cannot run: the letters of stanley rother, missionary and martyr, 1984 14. human rights in nicaragua:
reagan, rhetoric, and reality, americas watch, 1985 15. violations of the laws of war by both sides in nicaragua,
1981-1985, americas watch, 1985 16. serrano statement on dr-cafta - citizenstrade - serrano statement
on dr-cafta washington, dc, may 20, 2005—today, congressman josé e. serrano (d-ny) issued ... nicaragua,
honduras, costa rica, and el salvador. ... laws that maintain safety standards and protect against abuses of
workers rights and our environment. dr-cafta, as written, fails to adequately protect against such abuses. ...
micro - campaign - minority rights group - micro it is now 20 years since the granting of autonomy to the
... army began to commit violations when targeting suspected ... and the government, on 22 april 1985 the
two sides put in place a tentative ceasefire. but a meeting in may collapsed into reciprocal recriminations,
leading to suspension of ...
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